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 Due to the tier architecture of 3D network-on-chip (3D-NoC), reducing the 

thermal hotspot within the chip is challenging as a cooling mechanism that 

lies merely on the single side of a chip. High power density in 3D NoC is 

responsible for reliability degradation and thermal difficulties. Thermal-

aware routing becomes substantial to handle thermal difficulties and 

diffusion of heat to the cooler regions. Thermal-aware routing focuses on 

bypassing hotspot areas by selecting cooler areas. Existing thermal-aware 

routing algorithms adopt slightly cooler but longer and extended paths, due 

to lack of ability to know the proximity of the destination's location, which 

aggravate thermal issues. This work presents a novel thermal-aware 

directional and adaptive routing algorithm. Objective of the proposed 

algorithm is to strive to find the best possible neighbour to reach closer to 

the proximity of the destination. The proposed algorithm can adaptively 

choose any suitable neighbour that can lead packets closer to the destination 

at each intermediate node. The performance of the proposed algorithm is 

evaluated and compared with existing thermal-aware routing algorithm in a 

simulator environment. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed 

method outperformed its counterpart in terms of average delay with 11-26% 

improvement, total hop counts with 8-24% reduction under various traffic 

conditions and improvement in overall thermal profiling of the chip. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Stacking of dies in three-dimensional integrated circuit (3D-IC) has reduced interconnection delays.  

3D network-on-chip (3D NoC) based designs are expected to offer improved performance while using fewer 

data transfer connections and consuming less power [1], [2]. In conventional NoC architecture, each tile 

comprises a network interface, processing element (PE), and a router [3], [4]. A high switching activity in 

routers is responsible for thermal hotspots in NoC [5]. Chip cooling mechanism, also commonly known as a 

heat sink, is utilized merely on a single lateral of the multiple layers in 3D NoC; therefore, layers that lie 

subsequently away from the cooling mechanism have longer heat dissipation paths. Hence, the possibility of 

the thermal hotspots increases especially in layers subsequently away from the sink [6]. Thermal hotspots 

exacerbate the failure mechanism in 3D NoC [7], putting an additional burden on chip cooling costs and 

system reliability. To eliminate thermal hotspots while retaining performance, designers must understand the 

influence of temperature changes on the systems [8]. Due to increased power density, thermal issues are a 

growing concern in modern microelectronics. Thermal issues make systems more vulnerable to temperature 
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effects such as reliability, leakage and delay [9]. To balance temperature distribution various methods have 

been proposed such as, floor-plan optimization [10], [11], thermal-aware application mapping [12], and 

thermal-aware routing [13], [14]. There are two types of thermal-aware routing algorithms, temporal thermal-

aware routing algorithms and spatial thermal-aware routing algorithms. Temporal thermal-aware routing 

algorithms can reduce temperatures on-chip by dynamically adjusting frequencies, voltages, or clock cycles, 

but temporal thermal-aware routing algorithms reduce overall system performance. Spatial thermal-aware 

routing algorithms are more promising as they are intended to reduce thermal hotspot by distributing traffic 

away from heated areas [15]. There are further two types of spatial thermal-aware routing algorithms: 

reactive thermal-aware routing algorithms and proactive thermal-aware routing algorithms [16].  

In case of throttling situations, reactive thermal-aware routing algorithms provide alternative cool 

paths to reach its destination. As far as proactive thermal-aware routing is concerned, proactive thermal-

aware routing algorithms prevent nodes from getting throttled by managing NoC traffic prior to emergency 

situations. Proactive thermal-aware routing can delay emergency states of nodes but cannot guarantee 

throttling freeness. Recently, thermal-aware routing algorithms have gained importance within the research 

community due to high switching activity in the routers. An efficient routing algorithm reduces traffic 

hotspot formation, congestion and packet delays. Each 3D-NoC routing algorithm focuses on deadlock 

freedom, link assignment for every packet and thermal management. GTDAR is a game theory based thermal 

delay-aware routing [17] to orchestrate traffic and thermal situations more accurately to restrict and convert 

the temperature issue into traffic issue, GTDAR transfers the long term thermal information into short term 

traffic information. GTDAR has an unbalanced traffic load in the network. Immediate neighbourhood 

temperature (INT) is an adaptive routing algorithm [18].  

INT balances temperatures by routing packets along low temperature paths in 3D-NoC. INT exploits 

locally available and adjacent routers temperature information to select its output port for incoming packets. 

INT lacks a global view of temperature; it only takes decisions on the immediate node temperatures. 

Immediate node temperatures can mislead packets away from their destination. In location-based aging-

resilient Xy-Yx (LAXY) [15] NoC routers are separated in two sub-groups. Packets are routed using YX 

routing in one group whereas, other group uses XY routing algorithm to transfer packets between source and 

destination. This configuration reduced load from the central nodes. LAXY only focuses on congestion in the 

center of the network. Each packet in adaptive thermal-aware routing (ATAR) [19] traverses the network 

based on the weighted cost model calculation for each packet. To choose the best neighbour for dispatching 

the packet, the cost for the potential next neighbour is calculated. Each neighbour will be visited only once 

and marked as visited. It keeps marking nodes as visited; it keeps on reducing its options to reach the 

destination. It has the destination address but it does not have the proximity of the location of the destination. 

Just bases on least cost, it looks around and has a little chance of reaching its destination directly even if NoC 

is thermally stable. Due to poor traffic distribution and a lack of cooling mechanism between the layers, it is 

challenging to deal with heat dissipation issues in 3D-NoC. Longitudinal exclusively adaptive or 

deterministic (LEAD) [20] distributes load equally across layers and nodes to avoid transistor biasing from 

overheating. To solve thermal issues, INT [18] just measures the temperature of the immediate 

neighbourhood. According to the literature, other aspects such as surrounding node temperatures, congestion 

detection, shortest path length, and the next router queue length must be considered in addition to thermally 

aware selection. ATAR [19] achieves adaptability by allowing choosing any of the neighbours. This 

adaptability without its direction vector, forces packets to choose unwanted nodes based on minimum cost. 

Choosing a random node leads it to move away from its destination. On some occasions it even passes by its 

destination and takes a longer route and then manages to reach its destination. Taking longer routes can raise 

issues like congestion, power leakage leads to thermal instability and temporary faults. Hence balance 

between temperature and path length is required. 

Due to the poor traffic distribution and lack of heat sinks among the layers, it is difficult to handle 

the heat dissipation issue in 3D NoC. Many routing algorithms that claim to deal with thermal issues 

effectively. The center of the network is more likely to observe thermal issues, so one of the most common 

methods to address thermal issues is detouring network traffic away from the center. Detouring of traffic 

results in slightly cooler paths, but at the same time increases path length. Longer paths result in more hops 

and more intermediate traffic making its way to reach its destination. Higher intermediate traffic causes more 

congestion, induces thermal, and delay issues.  

This paper proposes a new approach that takes into account congestion, temperature, and most 

crucially, allows packets to choose their next neighbour adaptively that will lead them closer to the proximity 

of the destination. The contributions of this work are highlighted: i) a novel proactive thermal-aware 

directional and adaptive routing (TADAR) is proposed. It is a technique that strives to find the best possible 

neighbour to reach near to the proximity of the destination, ii) at each intermediate node proposed technique 

looks for a suitable adaptive neighbour that can lead the packet one step closer to the destination, and iii) 
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proposed technique is highly adaptive in the beginning. It becomes deterministic just before reaching its 

destination. TADAR is simulated using the access Noxim simulator. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The detailed method of the proposed routing algorithm 

under various source-destination scenarios is expressed in section 2. The results of the simulations were 

presented in section 3. Finally, in section 4, this work has been concluded. 

 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD 

The increased power demand in NoC causes the nodes to heat up. Even the tiniest of undesired 

processes can contribute to an increase in temperature, resulting in a crisis. As a result, excessive and 

uncontrolled network packet movement should be avoided. Consider the following situation: when the router 

is currently busy transmitting packets towards the required output port, incoming packets must wait for their 

turn in the input buffer of the packet queue. These extra packets stall in the input buffers, accelerating the 

thermal aggravation process. This paper presents an approach that takes temperature and congestion into 

account while also allowing packets to adaptively choose the next neighbour that will lead them closer to the 

destination.  

 

2.1.  Selection of candidate node 

3D NoC is a three-dimensional network in x, y and z axis respectively. This layered architecture 

reduces distances between end-to-end nodes by providing alternative paths. Maximum neighbours of a node 

in two-dimensional (2D) networks are up to four. As far as 3D NoC is concerned, the maximum number of 

neighbouring nodes can be six, which brings more options to choose from while routing. The center node of 

the 3D NoC in Figure 1 has six neighbours in each direction i.e. south, west, east, south, up and down 

directions. Suppose the center node is an intermediate node responsible for forwarding packets to any of its 

neighbours based on the minimum temperature. As the destination is situated in the north-east of the 

intermediate node in the upper tier of Figure 1, hence it should check the temperatures of the relevant 

neighbours only. Relevant neighbours in this case are east, north and up. The center node will choose the 

node with the minimum temperature among the relevant neighbours and forward its packet to that neighbour. 

Similar operations will be performed at the next intermediate neighbour until it reaches its destination. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Central node neighbours of 3D NoC 
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Various scenarios of the proposed technique are depicted in Figure 2. Source and destination are in 

various rows and columns. Figure 2(a) shows that node 5 generates a packet for node 3 available in the north-

west of the source node in the same layer. To reach node 3, the packet has more than one path option to reach 

closer to its destination. The next suitable candidate node can be found at each intermediate node without 

exceeding hops. In Figure 2(b), source node 3 is in the top row and destination node 9 is in last row. Again it 

can witness multiple available dimensions and paths to reach its destination. NoC has the potential to rapidly 

concentrate the center of the network increasing congestion. It can be observed that out of many paths there 

are some paths which are laying on the edge of the network. So, in case of heavy congestion it can still reach 

its destination using less congested paths. Figure 2(c) shows source is node 8 and its destination is node 6. 

The proposed algorithm has several possible ways to reach its destination, making it an adaptive routing 

algorithm. At the same time, it can also observe that packets do not take excessive path length by going away 

from the destination in any cases presented. In fact, it is trying to reach its destination by choosing the best 

possible low concentrated region.  

 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c) 

 

Figure 2. Various possible communication paths in the same layer (a) source in center row and destination on 

upper row, (b) source in top row and destination on bottom row, and (c) source in bottom row and destination 

in center row 

 

 

The layered architecture in 3D NoC reduces distance between end to end nodes by providing 

alternative short paths. Consider the destination node is situated in a different layer, as shown in Figure 3. 

The source node is 21, whereas the destination node is 6 in the other tier. At node 21, immediate neighbours 

are 9, 17 and 22. All neighbours have the potential to carry the packet one step closer to the destination. Now 
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node 21 will decide the next intermediate node based in the least cost. If it chooses 22, it has neighbours of 

23, 18, 10, and 21. Node 21 cannot be chosen because it was initiating node and node 23 will take the packet 

away from the destination; hence the options to choose from are node 18 or node 10 according to the 

proposed technique. Consider if it chooses node 18 based on least cost, it can be seen that from node 18, it 

has only one possible valid option to reach its destination. If the destination is one hop away from the 

intermediate node, then there is only one possible path available in the proposed technique. In the initial 

phase of the proposed technique, it is highly adaptive as it can choose any neighbouring node in any 

dimension but towards the destination in order to allow packets to move towards the destination. As it comes 

near to its destination it becomes highly directional. It is possible that this last hop may not be feasible in 

terms of cost but it eventually helps deliver one packet to its destination and reduces the number of 

transmitting packets over the network. Hence it plays an important role in reducing the congestion, especially 

from the center of the network. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. An example of destination in another layer 

 

 

2.2.  Thermal-aware directional and adaptive routing  

TADAR algorithm takes the source node donated by s_node, the destination node donated by 

d_node, and the route data, presented in Algorithm 1. Route data include node parameters such as L, T, Q, 

W. The method will first examine the addresses of the source and destination nodes. If the source node and 

destination node are the same then, it will be terminated by returning direction Local in [line 3-4]. It can 

choose any neighbouring node in any dimension but has the potential to take the packet closer to its intended 

destination. As it reaches closer to the destination, the valid neighbour reduces to direct packets to reach 

destination [line 8-19]. Function getNeighbourID() returns neighbour ID in the requested direction. In [line 

20-23] the corresponding edges are obtained for each available direction. The weighted cost sum is then 

calculated. If the calculated cost is less than current cost, the cost matrix is updated in [line 24-29], the cost 

model considered in this work is similar to [19] in [line 26]. New intermediate node donated by i_node, will 

be determined based on minimum cost and direction of minimum cost node is pushed in directions. 
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Algorithm 1. TADAR 

1: function TADAR( s_node , d_node, route_data) 

2: set opt_Nei[6] ← -1 

3:  if s_node= d_node then 

4:  directions ← direction_local 

5:  else 

6:     set i_node ← s_node 

7:     while i_node ≠ d_node  do 

8:         if d_node.x > i_node.x then  

9:             set opt_Nei[1] ← getNeighbourID (i_node, EAST) 

10:       else if d_node.x < i_node.x then  

11:           set  opt_Nei[3] ← getNeighbourID (i_node, WEST) 

12:       if d_node.y < i_node.y then  

13:           set opt_Nei[0] ← getNeighbourID (i_node, NORTH) 

14:       else if d_node.y > i_node.y then  

15:           set opt_Nei[2] ← getNeighbourID (i_node, SOUTH) 

16:       if d_node.z > i_node.z then  

17:           set opt_Nei[5] ← getNeighbourID (i_node, DOWN) 

18:       else if d_node.z > i_node.z then  

19:           set opt_Nei[4] ← getNeighbourID (i_node, UP) 

20:       For k Є valid_directions do 

21:           set candidate_idn ← opt_Nei[k] 

22:           if candidate_idn = -1  then  

23:           break; 

24:           else 

25:               set e ← candidate_idn 

26:               set cost ← α1.e.T + α2.e. L + α3.e. Q + α4.e. W 

27:               if   V[s_node][i_node] +cost  <  V[s_node][e.next] then 

28:                    set V[s_node][e.next]← cost 

29:           end else 

30:         end for 

31:        set i_node ← mincostNode(V, s_node, directions) 

32:        set directions ← direction_mincostnode(s_node, i_node) 

33:     end while      

34:   end else 

35: return directions 

 

2.3.  Deadlock freedom 

While designing a routing algorithm it is necessary to consider throughput, delay, temperature and 

energy. Deadlock avoidance is an equally important issue that must be solved. Deadlock refers to a situation 

in which nodes demand a set of resources and no progress can be made due to cyclic dependency [21]. There 

are two ways most commonly used to avoid deadlock in NoC. 

a. Using virtual channels [22] 

b. Some turns in the turn model are not allowed [23] 

Using virtual channels leads to higher buffer costs and hardware overhead costs. This work uses the 

turn model approach to prove that the TADAR algorithm is free from cyclic dependency. For each 

transmission, depending upon the location of the destination node few turns are prohibited. Consider Figure 

2(a) north-west, west-north turns are prohibited in Figure 2(b) south-east and south-west turns are prohibited. 

Thereby, deadlock freedom is guaranteed due to the elimination of cyclic dependency in the TADAR 

algorithm. 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Simulations for the TADAR algorithm have been conducted in a cycle-accurate access Noxim [24] 

simulator. The simulator is an integration of HotSpot [25] and Noxim [26]. The architectural level thermal 

model and network model is provided by HotSpot and Noxim, respectively. Overall, access Noxim is capable 

of generating a network, power, and thermal model for 3D-NoC. 

 

3.1.  Simulation setup 

In this work an 8×8×4 completely connected 3D-NoC has been taken into consideration to evaluate 

the performance of the TADAR routing algorithm. Table 1 lists the parameters used in the simulation. 

TADAR and ATAR are compared under various synthetic traffics. Each simulation runs for 200 Kcycles at a 

different packet injection rate (PIR). PIR (flits/cycle/node) varies from 0.02 to 0.22 with the interval of 0.02. 

The distribution of the time interval determines the time at which a packet is injected. 
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Table 1 Simulation parameters 
Parameters Value 

Traffic pattern Random, shuffle, bit-reversal 

Buffer size (flits) 16 
Packet size (flits) 2~10 

Simulation time (cycles) 200 000 

Warm-up time (cycles) 10 000 
Network dimension 8×8×4 

Packet injection interval 0.02 

Packet injection rate (flits/cycle/node) 0.02-0.22 

 

 

3.2.  Performance evaluation 

Under different packet injection rates, global average delay is reported in Figures 4(a)-(c) under 

different synthetic traffic patterns such as bit-reversal, random and shuffle. Graph representing the global 

average delay for ATAR and TADAR is reported in Figure 4(a). It can be observed that both ATAR and 

TADAR show similar results between 0.02 to 0.04 injection rate under Bit-reversal traffic however, as 

injection rate increases, divergence in both algorithms becomes more obvious. It is obvious from analyzing 

the graph that after 0.04, the global average delay served better in TADAR due to its directional nature as 

compared to ATAR. TADAR has outperformed ATAR by 26.26% improvement under Bit-reversal traffic. 

 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 

 
(c) 

 

Figure 4. Delay comparison of routing technique under different synthetic traffic patterns (a) bit-reversal 

traffic, (b) random traffic, and (c) shuffle traffic 
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Figure 4(b) represents the global average delay of ATAR and TADAR under Random traffic. It can 

be seen that global average delay is similar between 0.02 to 0.08 injection rates. As the amount of traffic 

increases both ATAR and TADAR show diverse outcomes. Form 0.08 TADAR has lower global average 

delay as compared to its counterpart. TADAR survived better due to reaching destinations quickly, reducing 

the load on the network. Whereas ATAR strives for minimum cost only which forces ATAR to choose 

unwanted nodes that take away from the destination, hence the causing increase in traffic load in the network. 

TADAR has achieved a considerable improvement of 11.68% in terms of global average delay under random 

traffic. 

The global average delay under Shuffle traffic between TADAR and ATAR is presented in Figure 

4(c). It can be analyzed that injection rates range from 0.02 to 0.06 both routing algorithms show identical 

results. But on experiencing high injection rates, the difference in performance has begun to emerge. After 

0.06, TADAR outperformed ATAR, and overall improvement is recorded at 19.7% under Shuffle traffic. 

Hence TADAR has performed better than ATAR under all traffic scenarios due to its directional nature 

resulting in its ability to reach destinations quickly, reducing the overall load on the network. Whereas ATAR 

strives for minimum cost only to force ATAR to choose unwanted nodes that take away from the destination, 

hence causing the increase in traffic load in the network. 

Considerable reduction in hop counts can be observed in TADAR as compared to ATAR shown in 

Figure 5. Under Bit-reversal traffic in Figure 5(a), TADAR has considerably 15.5% less hop count as 

compared to ATAR. Similarly, for Random traffic Figure 5(b), TADAR hop counts are 8% less than that of 

ATAR and for Shuffle traffic Figure 5(c), 24% improvement reduction in hop count have been observed. 

Hence TADAR has outperformed ATAR under all traffic scenarios due to its ability to reach its destination 

quickly reducing the number of overall hop counts. Whereas ATAR strives for minimum cost only to force 

ATAR to visit unwanted nodes which takes packets away from the destination, hence causing the increase in 

hop counts under various traffic conditions. 

 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c) 

 

Figure 5. Hop count comparison of routing techniques under different synthetic traffic patterns (a) bit-

reversal traffic, (b) random traffic, and (c) shuffle traffic 
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3.3.  Thermal evaluation 

Extensive simulations for steady-state temperatures were conducted in this work. Results for 

thermal profiling at 0.02 PIR for Random traffic are shown in Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b). During 

simulations and results comparison, the thermal profile indicates a 5 K decline in peak temperatures of 

TADAR as compared to ATAR. This indicates that TADAR performed better than ATAR in reducing 

thermal profiles.  

 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 6. Thermal profile comparison of routing techniques (a) ATAR and (b) TADAR 

 

 

The simulations have been run several times to ensure that the findings are accurate. Temperature 

imbalance occurs in ATAR due to longer routes. As a result of the increased traffic, the network becomes 

congested. Hence, the 3D NoC experiences a higher thermal profile as shown in Figure 6(a). TADAR 

provides a better thermal profile than other ATAR due to fewer hops, which means packets are reaching their 

destination quicker and reducing load on network traffic. Hence, fewer packets are consuming buffers and 

resulting in dissipating less heat. The thermal profile for TADAR is presented in Figure 6(b). At higher PIR, 

the thermal profile for TADAR is 7 K and 9 K at PIR 0.10 and 0.22, respectively, as compared with PIR 

0.02. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

Thermal-aware routing algorithms can reduce thermal hotspots by migrating load from hotter areas 

of the chip to achieve thermal optimization, resulting in longer paths. In this paper TADAR routing algorithm 

is presented TADAR is temperature and congestion aware. Most importantly, it strives to find the best 

possible neighbour to reach closer to the proximity of the destination node. Due to this directional nature, the 

global average delay has been improved by 11-26%. Similarly, the number of hops in reaching the 

destination has been reduced approximately 8-24% under various traffic conditions compared to the state-of-

the-art routing algorithm. TADAR has shown better results in terms of global average delay, total hop counts 

and thermal profiles. TADAR has reduced network traffic load by allowing better paths to reach destinations.  
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